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Abstract

The minor hysteresis loops are measured with increasing magnetic field amplitude, H,,, step

by step and analyzed in connection with the lattice defects such as dislocations in defort-ned

and neutron irradiated A533B steels. We have defined several new magnetic parameters in the

minor loops: they are a pseudo coercive force H,*, a pseudo remanence BR*, a magnetic

ibility at pseudo coercive force -H*, pseudo hysteresis loss WF*, pseudo remanence

work WR*. H,* is the magnetic field where the magnetization becomes zero in the minor loop.

Six coefficients sensitive to lattice defects are obtained by the pseudo magnetic properties and

they are independent of H, as well as the magnetic field. These coefficients are effective

parameters for nondestructive evaluation of degradation before the initiation of cracking. The

minor loops have several advantages for the nondestructive evaluation compared with the

major loop. The coefficients have much information about lattice defects and the high

accuracy. The measurement is available for low magnetic field of 20 Oe and the H, step is not

necessarily fine for the detailed information because of the similarity.

1. Introduction

The relationship between magnetism and lattice defects in ferromagnetic metals was

studied by Stuttgart group in Max-Planck Institute four decade ago 13]. The magnetic

structure sensitive properties are represented by the dislocation density p and its distribution;

the coercive force H, increases in proportion to the square root of p and the initial

susceptibility Xi decreases in inverse of the square root of p. The relationship is

experimentally confirmed in Ni, Co and Fe single crystals. These magnetic properties have
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the information of lattice defects in the major hysteresis loops. The systematic study has been

summarized by H. Kxonmiiller and M. Fdhnle 4].

We have found a new analysis of minor hysteresis loops in Fe single crystal and introduced

several pseudo properties; they are pseudo coercive force H,*, pseudo remanence BR*, pseudo

hysteresis loss W*, pseudo remanence work WR* and three pseudo magnetic susceptibilities

-Rt XH* and X* [5 6. The susceptibility represents Bloch wall mobility at each point of the

potential. We can obtain the information of the potential energy in domain wall displacement

by these pseudo magnetic properties. The information due to minor loops is more precise and

detailed than the magneto structure sensitive properties due to major loops in the presentation

of the lattice defects such as grain boundaries, vacancies, interstitials, impurity atoms, voids

and dislocations 7].

Of our interests is the extension of the minor loop method developed in Fe metal and alloys

to A533B steel with plastic defori-nation. A533B steel is a material of the pressure vessel in

nuclear reactors. The non-destructive evaluation for degradation is the most important and

urgent theme in the pressure vessel, since the degradation of the pressure vessel determines

the lifetime of the nuclear reactor. The purpose of the present study is to examine the relation

between the magnetic properties of minor loops and dislocations in A533B steel as well as the

irradiation damages. The present method due to minor hysteresis loops has a useful character

for nondestructive evaluation and it has advantages to nondestructive tests compared with the

major loop. One of them is the magnetic field amplitude for the measurement; it is small

enough to obtain the information about dislocations as compared with the traditional analysis

of the major hysteresis loop. In A533B steel without plastic deformation, for an example, the

magnetic field amplitude is enough within 20 Oe 7 Of another interest is the maximum

amplitude enough to get the information of lattice defects in the plastically deformed A533B

steel.

2. Relations between pseudo properties

The new analysis has been carried out in the minor hysteresis loops introducing the pseudo

magnetic parameters. These new parameters are available to represent the characteristic of a

set of minor hysteresis loops. The pseudo properties, B,*, H,*, BR*, WF* XHt XR* and *

correspond to the saturation magnetization B, the coercive force H, the remanence BR, the

hysteresis loss WF and the susceptibilities, in the major loop, respectively. WR* is the area

enclosed by a minor loop in the second quadrant. We can obtain the information about the
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lattice defects by these pseudo magnetic properties.

We found the six relations between the pseudo properties in the set of the minor loops

independent of the magnetic field amplitude H 7 The pseudo hysteresis loss W"* has a

simple relationship with the pseudo magnetization B,* in the second stage, where Bloch walls

contribute mainly to the magnetization.

B' nF

WF = RIF

Here WF' is the energy loss coefficient sensitive to the lattice defects. nF is a constant

independent of the lattice defects as well as the kind of materials; i.e. nF = 32. The remanence

work WR* is represented by the pseudo remanence BR*in the second stage and

R BR)nR

WIZ BR (2)

where WRO is the trough depth coefficient sensitive to the lattice defects. nR is a constant; nR

3/2. We call n (nF, n) minor loop constant. WF' and WRO are the parameters representing the

magnitude of potential and the trough depth, respectively. They are not independent with each

other 7].

36 WR 4 BR (3)

WFO 3B�

The remanence BR changes by the dislocations and WRO and WFO give the information about

the lattice defects independently. And the pseudo coercive force H,* corresponds to the crest

height and the pseudo remanence BR* represents the position of the trough in the vicinity of

the crest. H, * has a simple relation with BR*, ie-

n,

H, HO (4)

where H is the crest height coefficient and n, is te crest constant independent of te lattice

defects as well as the kind of materials; n = 045. H represents the potential height and is

sensitive to the lattice defects such as the dislocations.
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Three pseudo susceptibilities are represented by simple formulas 7 The pseudo

susceptibility at pseudo coercive force XH* is a function of H,*. The reciprocal of XH is

defined as the crest resistance R,* and R,* is obtained experimentally by

I H: ) R, = - = R, oexp -b (5)
XH H,

where RH' is the crest resistance coefficient and b is the crest resistance constant independent

of neutron irradiation as well as plastic deformation; b 56 7]. Te pseudo susceptibilities

XR* and X* can be represented by a simple formula in the initial stage of the magnetization

process, i.e.

X = _BR)"T (6)
R T BR

and

n,B j
X. = Xs (7)

Here T' and are the trough mobility coefficient and Bloch wall mobility coefficient,

respectively. nT and n, are te trough mobility constant and Bloch wall mobility constant,

respectively, and , is independent of lattice defects and te kind of materials 7]; n = 07 ±

0.03. The trough mobility constant is nT = 042 ± 0.01 for Fe single crystal and polyerystalline

samples and is nT = 029 for A533B steel 7].

3. Experimental procedure

We prepared A533B steel and the samples are the same as those in the reference of 8]. The

compositions of A533B steel are shown in Table 1. A533B steel is a manganese-molybdenum

steel modified by increased nickel and reduced chromium content. During the manufacturing

process A-samples of A533B steel are austenitized between 860 and 890 'C. This is followed

by water quenching and tempering processes between 650 and 6659C for 139 min. The grain

sizes of A-samples determined by metallurgical microscopic observation are about 10 [tm.
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Table I Composition (wt.%) of A533B steel.

A533B C Si Mn P S Cu N1 MO Al
SampleA 0.18 0.15 1.5 10.004 0.001 0.03 0.66 0.56 0.01
Sample 0 19 0.19 1.47 1<0.0003 0.0007 0.164 0.64 0.51 -

(a) 290 80

700 -
'9:

600 -

thickness 5 mm 2

500-

(b)

400 -2

300 -
... ........

thickness 5 mr 0

4 10 12

Figure I True strain

Size and shape of the samples, (a) for the tensile
test and (b) for the hysteresis minor loop Figure 2
measurement. A stress strain curve of A533B steel samples.

Each A-sample was tensile defori-ned at room temperature by an Instron-type testing machine.

A-samples were cut into a doughnut form. The shapes and the size are shown in Fig. 1. The

magnetization curves are measured using a flux-meter at room temperature, the magnetizing

and detecting coils on these samples being wounded with 80 and 10 us, respectively. It

was ascertained that measured results were independent of the number of coil urns between

50 and 150 turns. The dislocations in each sample are observed by transmission electron

microscope (TEM).

The magnetic measurement was carried out at 270 T in B-sample under neutron irradiation

(see Table 1). The irradiation condition was 0.5 x 1017 m-2 s1 above I MeV, 07 x loll M-2 S-1

below 0683 eV in neutron flux density and 5 x 1023M-2 in the final fluence. The neutron

irradiation was done by use of the material testing reactor in the Japan Atomic Energy

Research Institute. See the detailed in 3h MPA-Seminar 12 Ebine et al.

4. Experimental results

The stress-strain curve of A533B steel is shown in Fig. 2 The strain rate is 12 %/ min. The
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critical shear stress is about 550 Wa. The
18 

applied stress of 463 is within the elastic
16 -

D
cu 14 - region. The high value of critical shear
O
I
CD 2 - X stress shows the high value of p in the

1010 M-2CC)' lo- nitial state; the value of p is 3 x
C:0 A

8-co t
.N / //

6- True stress The minor hysteresis loops were
co 0 MPa
E 4 - -0--463 MPa

0 554 MPa measured in the H range from to 50 Oe.S-a
2 - --v�- 597 MPa

En 0 712 MPa
EL Eight pseudo magnetic properties were

0 lo �O 3b ' 4b 50 obtained from every minor loop. Figure 3
Magnetic field amplitude H. (0e)

shows the relation of pseudo magnetization

Figure 3 B,* and H, in A533B steel deformed

Magnetic field amplitude H, dependence of plastically. The curves correspond to the

pseudo magnetization B* in A533B steel virgin curves. The curve without
samples with tensile deformation.

deformation is nearly the same as that of

463 NlPa in true stress and this fact is consistent with the value of true stress 463 MPa. being

below the critical shear stress. The curves change considerably by plastic deformation. These

curves give us the value of initial susceptibility and the Rayleigh constant.

The pseudo hysteresis loss WF* is the frictional energy in one cycle of a minor loop and

B,* corresponds to te highest position of potential in one cycle of Bloch wall displacement.

The relation between WF* and B,* is represented simply by the equation (1). The energy loss

coefficient Wp�' can be obtained by the experimental results (see Fig. 4. The slope of curves

corresponds to the energy loss rate or the frictional energy per unit length, which depends on

the number of obstacles and their interaction with Bloch wall.

The pseudo remarience BR* corresponds to the trough. The pseudo remanence work WR is

the work to displace domain wall from the trough to the crest 7]. The relation between BR*

and WR* is represented by the equation 2 and the trough depth coefficient WR' can be

obtained by the experimental result (see Fig. 5).

The relation of H,* and BR* presents the height of crests in the potential. The relation

between H,* and BR* is represented by the equation 4) and the crest height coefficient H,'

can be obtained by the experimental result (see Fig. 6 and the crest constant is obtained to be

n = 0.5.

The mobility of Bloch wall displacement at H,* is represented by IXH*. The relation of

XH * and H,* is represented by te equation (5). The crest resistance coefficient R,' can be

obtained by te experimental results between XH* and H,* as shown in Fig. 7 The crest
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Figure 4 Figure 

The relation between pseudo hysteresis loss WF* The relation between pseudo remanence work WR*

and pseudo magnetization B,* in A533B steel and pseudo remanence BR* in A533B steel
samples with tensile deformation in logarithmic samples with tensile deformation in logarithmic

scales. scales.

True stress True stress
0 MPa 0 NIP: /Oman0 463 MP

lo- 463 MPa V4 0 A 554 MPaA 554 MPa # - -El)
--v-- 597 MPa co 597 MPa
-4- 712 MPa 4 712 MPa
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A
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0 A
0 / 
_0 L) A 

CD W VU) 0

(D
W 102
EL

1�2 10 3 10 4 0 2 4 lO I'2 14

Pseudo remanence BR* (Gauss) Pseudo coercive force H * (0e)

Figure 6 Figure 7

The relation between pseudo coercive force H* The relation between pseudo remanence work
and pseudo remanence BR* in A533B steel WR* and pseudo remanence BR* in A533B steel
samples with tensile defori-nation in logarithmic samples with tensile deformation in logarithmic

scales. scales.

constant b is 35 which realizes the equation (5) in the wide range of H* independent of

plastic deformation.

We can obtain the infon-nation of Bloch wall displacement at the trough by the relation

between the pseudo susceptibility XR* and pseudo remanence BR*. The relation is represented
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Figure Figure 9

Relation between pseudo susceptibility XR* and Relation between reciprocal of pseudo

pseudo remanence BR* in A533B steel samples susceptibility -* and pseudo magnetization

with plastic deformation. B,* in A533B steel samples with plastic

deformation.

by the equation 6). The experimental result gives the trough mobility coefficient T 0 and the

trough mobility constant nT= 029 (see Fig. 8).

We can say that Xa* is the mean value of Bloch wall mobility at the potential slope. The

Bloch wall mobility increases with the height of potential at first, takes a maximum and

decreases (see Fig. 9. Bloch wall mobility coefficient X,' and Bloch wall mobility constant n,

are obtained according to the equation 7) and n = 069.

The influence of true stress on the Bloch wall potential or on the Bloch wall mobility can

be quantitatively evaluated by the magnetic coefficients WF, WR' H R,, XT' and X,'. The

true stress of a nondeformed sample would be 'ust below the critical shear stress in thej

presentation of the residual internal stress. The true stress corresponds to the dislocation

density and the dislocations with p 3 x 1010 M-2 exist even before plastic deformation ].

The critical shear stress corresponds to the dislocation density in the initial state. The

magnetic coefficients WF, WR', H and R,' increase with the increase of true stress (see Figs

t 0 and II). Here 540 MPa is adopted in the nondeformed sample and 463 NlPa stressed one.

The energy loss coefficient WF, the trough depth coefficient WR' and the crest height

coefficients H give us te information about te magnitude of the potential, the average

depth of troughs and the average height of crests, respectively 7 The crest and trough

increase with the increase of true stress in A533B steel. The coefficients R,, XT' and '

correspond to te resistance and mobility of Bloch wall in the special points of potential. The

resistance of Bloch wall increases and its mobility decreases with the increase of true

stress (see Figs. I I and 12). The change of the coefficients agrees with our expectation.
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Coefficient a Coefficient16 1.6-
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Figure II
Figure 10 True stress dependence of energy loss coefficient
True stress dependence of energy loss coefficient WF' and trough depth coefficient WR' in A533B
WF' and trough depth coefficient WR' in A533B steel with plastic deformation.
steel with plastic deformation.

4.0- 4.5

Coefficient 4.0 5. Discussion
3.8-

3.5
3.6-

0 In A533B steel, the grain size is 10 tim,
3.0

=3
3.4 - M 1010 CM-2co the dislocation density is 3 x and

2.5
C) C.

3.2 - precipitates and impurity atoms exist in the
2.0

3.0- 40 initial state. The value of p was estimated by
1.5

TEM in the plastically deformed samples
2.8 1.0

500 590 600 6,50 700 750 but it contains much experimental errors
True stress (MPa)

because the individual dislocation cannot be
Figure 12 identified in the higher value than x 11c'
True stress dependence of energy loss coefficient 2

WF' and trough depth coefficient WR' in A533B cm- in p. The value of p at 712 MPa would
steel with plastic deformation. be below olll CM-2 and p increases by three

times at most by the plastic deformation of

712 MPa. The coercive force increases by 70% by the true stress of 712 MPa. The two

increasing rates are consistent since we have the relation that H, increases in proportion to the

square root of p 2].

The minor loop constant n (nF, nR) in equations (1) and 2) is 32 that agrees with the

previous results of Fe single crystal and polycrystalline metal and alloys 7]. The agreement

indicates that the B-H relation in minor loops is represented as ocH2 in A533B steel with
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plastic deformation. The crest constant n is

W�' 0.5 in A533B steel, though n, is 045 in Fe
20--

single crystal and polyerystalline metals 7].

16 -T AZ W n = 0.5 is reasonable, if the B-H relation in

4- minor loops is represented as H' 7.
�2

The value of minor loop constant, nF= nR
10-

3/2, is consistent with that of n, 0. in

6- A533B steel.
4-

The three pseudo magnetic
2-

0- susceptibilities XR*1 XH* and X, * can be
8 10 I') 1'2 1'3 1'4 15

Coercive force H (0e) represented by the equations (5), 6) and 7)

and the constants b, nT and n, take 35 029

Figure 13 and 069, respectively. Only the constant b

The comparison of the magnetic coefficients with is different from the previous paper; it is
coercive force H, in A533B steel with plastic
deformation. WF: energy loss coefficient, WR': 5.6 in A533B steel before plastic

trough depth coefficient, H,: crest height deformation 7 We have a narrow range
coefficient, R': crest resistance coefficient II,-T:

the reciprocal of trough mobility coefficient and between the initial and second sages where
IIX,': the reciprocal of Bloch wall mobility
coefficient. b equals 56 in the sample before plastic

deformation but the equation (5) wit b =

3.5 holds true in the wide initial range for A533B steel independent of plastic deformation.

The value of R,'depends on the value of b and it is reasonable to compare the value of R'

with the true stress under the same value of b. In the present paper b = 35 is adopted. The

value of b would depend on the range of potential significantly. The other constants nTand n,

are nearly the same as Fe single crystal and polycrystalline samples independent of plastic

deformation.

The coefficients WR' and H,' increase by the same rate as H, but the coefficient WF'

increases by 60 in the same range. The dependence of these coefficients on true stress is

Har with H. These coefficients WR', H,', and WF' would have the same relation of p

as H, in A533B steel (see Fig. 13). The small difference between the first two coefficients and

the last would be caused of the fine and macro structures of potential due to the distribution of

dislocations. The coefficients H,' and WR' correspond to the height of crests and the depth of

troughs, respectively and they are more sensitive to te distribution of dislocations than Wj;�'

in A533B steel. R,', IXT' and I/X,' correspond to the resistance of Bloch wall at the crest, the

bottom of troughs and the average slop of potential, respectively. The mobility of Bloch wall

is the most sensitive to dislocations at the average slope and insensitive at the bottom of
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trough (see Fig. 13). The sensitivity of

406 mobility would be the character of A533B

steel and can be explained by the

404 distribution of dislocations. The cell

structure advances and the value of p
402

increases in the cell wall by plastic

deformation in A533B steel. The increase
400

of p would contribute to the macrostructure

3984, of potential mainly but does not to the
0 1 2 3 4 5 microstructure.

Fluence x 1019 CM-2) The coefficients give us the information

Figure 14 about the internal structure including lattice
Fluence dependence of trough depth coefficient,
H,' in neutron irradiated A533B steel. defects and are useful for the

nondestructive evaluation of degradation in

ferromagnetic materials. The coefficients have a few advantages for the nondestructive

evaluation compared with the traditional parameters obtained by the major loop. One of them

is the small magnetic field for the measurement; the major loop is obtained by the applied

field higher than 100 Oe in A533B steel and te minor loops are possible by the field less than

20 Oe. The coefficients can be obtained by the analysis less than 20 Oe in H, This advantage

is available for the design of equipment. A set of minor loops give us six coefficients and the

information about the degradation is much more than the major loop. The disadvantage of the

minor loop method is the necessity of the large number of minor loops that is an unfavorable

character. But it is possible to decrease the number by use the similarity of minor loops 7].

The degradation proceeds by the neutron irradiation in the nuclear pressure vessel. We have

confirmed that these coefficients are sensitive to the degradation due to neutron irradiation in

A533B steel (see Fig. 14). The local peak of H,' at 3 x 1023 M-2 in fluence corresponds to the

cooper precipitates. The detailed data and discussion would appear soon in the other journal.

The coefficients will be used as nondestructive evaluation of material degradation in RPV

steel.

6. Conclusion

The Bloch wall displacement has been examined experimentally by the minor hysteresis

loops from the viewpoint of the potential in A533B steel with plastic deformation. We can say
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conclusively the following the experimental facts, .e.:

(1) The magnetic coefficients W, WR' and H give us the information about the internal

structure and lattice defects such as dislocations.

(2) The magnetic coefficients R,', TO and X give us the information of Bloch wall mobility

in the characteristic points of potential and are the most sensitive to dislocations at the

average slope of potential.

(3) The magnetic coefficients are effective to investigate the lattice defects; they have much

more information, more sensitive than the structure sensitive properties of the major loop

such as H,

(4) The magnetic coefficients can be obtained by the much lower magnetic field than the

major loop. The magnetic field amplitude is available for less than 20 Oe even in A533B

steel with plastic defortnation.

(5) The minor loop measurement is useful for the nondestructive evaluation in the degradation

of A533B steel.
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